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Execu�ve Summary 
Leprino Cheese Brine (LCB) was approved for use in field trials at two loca�ons in Colorado as a pre-
we�ng agent added to solid material (salt-sand or rock salt) at 8 gal/ton. Three atempts were made to 
pick up and then apply the LCB as a pre-we�ng agent. While one successful pick up and applica�on 
occurred, it was not as a pre-wet. The two addi�onal pickups and field applica�ons were atempted, but 
were unsuccessful due to clogging of tanks, lines, filters, and pumps by the LCB. To provide consistency in 
the product and procedures and prevent clogging of tanks and applica�on equipment quality control of 
LCB by Leprino Foods is needed and tanks and applica�on equipment need to be sufficiently cleaned by 
CDOT. 

Overall, the cost analysis shows that if LCB is picked up in large quan��es and can offset the use of large 
volumes of Apex, there is poten�al cost saving for CDOT. For this to occur, the LCB needs to be 
successfully picked up and applied as a pre-we�ng agent. The challenge of the LCB clogging tank, lines, 
filters, and pumps was the primary roadblock preven�ng successful implementa�on of this project. 

Use of LCB by CDOT has poten�al to reduce costs for CDOT and reduce the amount of salt brought into 
Colorado, which then ends up in the environment.  

The crea�on of an improved LCB for use as liquid an�-icer was inves�gated. A�er significant investment, 
the development of the improved LCB was abandoned due to increased requirements and costs. 
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Introduc�on 
Building on work by this research team that inves�gated the mechanism by which ag-based deicer 
addi�ves work to improve deicer func�on (Muthumani et al., 2015), followed-up by the Colorado 
Department of Transporta�on (CDOT) research project Comparison of ag-based deicing additives (Fay et 
al., 2022), this implementa�on and research effort inves�gated the use of locally sourced ag-based 
deicing addi�ves. Ag-based products, or agriculturally derived by- or co-products, can be derived from 
beets, apple pulp, pulp/paper plants, potato (vodka co-products), and peonies, as well as other sources 
such as waste brines from cheese manufacturing. When used in conjunc�on with tradi�onal deicers, 
these ag- based addi�ves can provide benefits including corrosion protec�on, longevity on the pavement 
surface, and improved product performance through suppressed ice nuclea�on (Fay and Akin, 2019; Fay 
and Akin, 2018; Muthumani, Fay and Shi, 2016; Muthumani et al., 2015).  

Fay et al. (2022) iden�fied Leprino Foods cheese brine (LCB) as a viable, locally sourced by-product that 
can be used as a pre-we�ng addi�ve in winter maintenance opera�ons. Laboratory tes�ng determined 
that LCB provides beneficial quali�es typically found in ag-based addi�ves as well as provides a moderate 
level of chlorides (about 13% NaCl concentra�on). A collabora�ve effort by Leprino Foods, CDOT, and this 
research team worked toward, and was granted, a beneficial use permit by the Colorado Department of 
Public Health & Environment (CDPHE) allowing CDOT to use LCB as a pre-we�ng addi�ve in two field 
trial loca�ons.  

The objec�ve of this effort was to implement the results from Fay et al. (2022) through field trials, in 
which CDOT used LCB as a pre-we�ng agent. This effort included data collec�on from the field trials on 
the effec�veness, costs and savings, and other benefits from the use of LCB compared to exis�ng 
prac�ces by CDOT. In addi�on to this, this effort inves�gated the feasibility of “improving” the LCB by 
removing key elements that do not allow the product to pass standard specifica�on, for example, 
phosphorus and other elements of concern in Colorado (CDPHE 2023), so that it can be used for direct 
liquid applica�on or an�-icing. This report documents the process of “improving” LCB, the laboratory 
results, and the materials developed for the beneficial use permit applica�on for the use of improved 
LCB as an an�-icing liquid.  
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Task 1 Prewe�ng Field Trials 
The research team evaluated the use of LCB as a pre-we�ng agent in controlled field trials. This effort 
included suppor�ng CDOT and Leprino Foods as was needed prior to and during field trials, suppor�ng 
the collec�on of LCB samples for tes�ng, se�ng up and coordina�ng mee�ngs between organiza�ons, 
and data collec�on from the field trials. The Field Trial plan developed for CDOT can be found in 
Appendix A – CDOT Leprino Cheese Brine Field Trial Plan. 

Field Applica�on of LCB as a Pre-we�ng agent 
Two field trial loca�ons were iden�fied and approved by CDPHE:  

• Brush, CO - US 34 from mile marker (MM) 159-180.7, Hwy 71 from MM 175.5-181.4, and Hwy 6 
from MM 371-380.5 (Figure 1) 

• Hudson, CO - I-76 frontage road from MM 25-31 (Figure 2) 

 

 

Figure 1. Map of approved pre-wet field trial loca�ons near Brush, CO. 
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Figure 2. Map of approved pre-wet field trial loca�ons near Hudson, CO. 

The two field trial loca�ons were chosen by CDOT due to proximity to the Leprino Foods facility, located 
in Fort Morgan, CO, where the LCB is stored and the CDOTs facili�es willing to par�cipate in the field 
trials.  

Note that the distance to the Fort Morgan Leprino Foods facility is approximately 12 miles from the 
Brush, CO DOT facility, or 24 miles roundtrip, and over 50 miles from the Hudson, CO DOT facility, or over 
100 miles round trip. 

Pre-wet Applica�on Guidelines 
Based on CDOT guidelines and the approved CDPHE beneficial use permit, LCB was approved for 
applica�on only along the routes shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 as a pre-we�ng agent, or a liquid added 
to solid material, rock salt, or sand-salt, prior to applica�on on the roadway, at a rate of 8 gallons per 
ton. The maintenance crews par�cipa�ng in the field trials were encouraged to not deviate from normal 
prac�ces and procedures and apply the LCB pre-wet material in the circumstances and condi�ons under 
which the solid or pre-wet material would normally be applied.   

Prior to the start of field trials and any LCB pick up, it was stressed to the CDOT crews that the LCB 
should only be used in freshly cleaned out equipment, tanks, lines, filters, etc. It was also stressed that 
any residual material in the tank, lines, filters, etc. could cause clogging. 
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Field Tests 
On March 16, 2022, the Hudson, CO garage picked up 900 gallons of LCB. This product was inadvertently 
applied directly to the road along I-76 between MM 25 – 38 at a rate of 30 gallons per lane mile (gal/l-m) 
at 2:00 P.M. MT with an air temperature of 57°F. The following morning at 4:00 A.M. a snow and rain 
event began with air temperature around 32°F. The Hudson crew noted a slight difference in the I-76 
frontage road that was treated and the adjacent untreated Hwy 52. It is likely that the rain and wet snow 
diluted the LCB on the road, limi�ng its effec�veness. Following this applica�on, it was reiterated to the 
Hudson, CO crew that the CDPHE benefit use permit terms only allowed for LCB to be applied as a pre-
we�ng agent at about 8 gal/ton to solid material. 

On November 3, 2022, the Brush, CO crew picked up LCB picked up from the Leprino Foods plant in Fort 
Morgan, CO. The inten�on was to apply the pre-wet on November 4, 2022, when winter weather was 
forecasted to impact roads in their area. On November 7, 2022, it was found that the flow meter and 
nozzles of the liquid applica�on system on the plow were clogged with an “off-white thick scum” (Figure 
3). On November 8, 2022, the LCB was unloaded, and the screen filter removed for cleaning. White salt 
crystals were found clogging the screen filter (Figure 4). The Brush, CO maintenance crew noted that the 
tank in which the LCB was stored was drained two days a�er the storm and was then in the shop and 
required cleaning of all lines, nozzles, and screens/filters. 

  

Figure 3. Off-white thick scum that clogged the flow meter and nozzles of the liquid applica�on 
system.  
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Figure 4. Presumed rock salt crystals, found in the screen filter from the liquid applica�on system. 

Challenges iden�fied in the pickup included: 

1. Ensuring that the tanks used to pick up the LCB material were cleaned and devoid of any prior 
MgCl2 based deicing materials (liquid or solid), and that the lines, screens and filters, and nozzles 
were flushed with water prior to pick up and use.  

2. The frustration of being required to clean the truck tanks, lines, screens and filters, and nozzles 
mid-winter due to a test project. 

3. Communication between the DOT shops dissuaded the Hudson, CO shop from picking up and 
testing the LCB because of the issues encountered in Brush, CO. 

4. The distance from the DOT shops to the Leprino Foods facility required significant travel for 
pickup of LCB. This added extra planning, and travel time to and from the facility. 

 
The second LCB pick up occurred on February 28, 2023, by the Hudson, CO facility. They picked up 200 
gallons of LCB in saddle tanks on their spreader truck. At pick up, it was noted by present Leprino Foods 
staff that the CDOT tank had approximately 150 gallons of liquid already in it prior to pick up. They noted 
this to the driver and the liquid was described to them as brine water. The Leprino Foods staff noted that 
the tank was a litle foamy a�er loading. Note that the Hudson pick up crew stated that the tanks were 
cleaned with water prior to the pickup. The Hudson crew atempted to apply the LCB as a pre-wet and it 
clogged the filters on the truck (Figure 5 and Figure 6). They had another chance to use the LCB for pre-
we�ng, but solid salt was found at the botom of the tank (Figure 7 and Figure 8) and the applica�on 
atempt did not occur.  
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Figure 5. Truck filter clogged with solid salt crystals. 

 

Figure 6. Screen filter clogged with salt crystals. 
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Figure 7. Tank with solid salt precipitated out at the botom of the tank.  

  

Figure 8. Storage tank with solid salt precipitated at botom.  
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Challenges iden�fied in the pick up included: 

1. There was a discrepancy in description at the time of pick up between the CDOT Hudson crew 
and Leprino Foods staff. One indicated that tanks already had liquid in them at the time of pick, 
and other indicated the tanks had been flushed prior to pick up. 

2. The frustration of being required to clean the truck tanks, lines, screens and filters, and nozzles 
mid-winter due to a test project. 

 
Field Trial Results 
The field trials for LCB as a pre-we�ng agent did not yield good results. Many challenges occurred 
including clogging of tanks, lines, filters, and pumps, which caused addi�onal cleaning and down �me of 
cri�cal winter maintenance equipment.  

At the Fort Morgan Leprino Foods facility, the LCB is stored outside in an open-air tank (Figure 9). Over 
�me, the stored LCB became concentrated due to evapora�on. This elevated the salt concentra�on to 
the point that, without agita�on, salt would precipitate out of the solu�on. The ini�al LCB salt 
concentra�on was about 13% but a�er �me in the outdoor storage tank the salt concentra�on increased 
to over 23% (Table 1). While, in theory, the rise in salt concentra�on from 13% to 23% is ideal, as salt 
brine applied on roads is made at 23.3%, the concentrated LCB from evapora�on created a situa�on 
where the salt could not remain in solu�on and precipitated out, thus clogging the filters and equipment 
(Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8).  

 

Figure 9. LCB storage tank at Leprino Foods in Fort Morgan, CO. 
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Another concern was the sludge-like substance that formed a�er the first Brush, CO pick up (Figure 3). A 
bench top study found that adding as litle as 6% of the LCB to the magnesium chloride (MgCl2) liquid 
deicer (Apex) used by CDOT caused the forma�on of semi-solid gela�nous material in the mixed 
materials. While the ini�al CDOT staff training on implementa�on of the field trials stressed that tanks, 
lines, filters, etc. needed to be flushed and cleaned prior to LCB pick up and use, the reality is that 
compliance was challenging to enforce. The resul�ng clogging of tanks, lines, and filters lead in part to 
the failure of this effort. It is possible some residual Apex remained in the tanks, lines, etc. Leprino Foods 
ensured they would put addi�onal filtra�on on the storage tank outlet and move the outlet line from the 
botom of the tank to instead pull LCB from the middle of tank. The was done in �me for the second pick 
up by the Brush, CO DOT. This was not the case for the first pick up. 

Cost – Benefit of using LCB 
Costs  
While the field trials were not successful, an effort to assess the costs and poten�al benefits of using LCB 
to pre-wet was conducted.  

The Hudson, CO pick up cost was $320 for 900 gallons of LCB. For the Hudson Garage, cost is measured 
in hours, and 2.5 hours were charged for the work order for personnel hours and benefits ($157.76) and 
an equipment fee of $162.15 was included as well.  

CDOT would typically use Ice Slicer pre-wet with Apex at a cost of $2,428 for a fully loaded truck (12 tons 
IceSlicer + 800 gallons Apex). Standard CDOT prac�ce is to apply solids (Ice Slicer) at 150 pounds per lane 
mile (lbs/l-m) and, if pre-wet, liquid is added at 8 gallons per ton. 

Costs in 2023 US Dollars: 

• Personnel hourly rate with benefits: $63.07  
• Equipment hourly rate: $162.15 
• Ice Slicer (NaCl rock salt): $133 per ton 
• Apex (liquid MgCl2): $1.04 per gallon 

 
Costs to use LBC as pre-wet 
Pick up cost: $320 

Material/Cost Savings 
800 gallons of Apex = $832 

Savings from using LCB 
$832 - $320 = $512 per truck 

 
The Brush, CO pickup of LCB took about 3 hours. Es�mated cost for one LCB pickup is $351 assuming the 
same personnel and equipment costs as Hudson, CO (or 3 hours of personnel �me and one hour of 
equipment �me). Brush, CO was not able to successfully apply LCB due to clogging issues. For both loads 
of LCB picked up by Bush, CO, they spent 5 hours taking the pump apart to cleaning it, which cost 
$437.00 for the mechanic’s �me. 

Costs to use LCB as pre-wet 
Pick up cost: $351 

Pickup + Cleaning costs: $788 

Material/Cost Saving 
300 gallons of Apex = $312 

300 gallons of Apex = $312 

Saving form using LCB 
$156 – $351 = $ -39 per truck 

$312 - $788 = $ -476 per truck 
 
Note that cost saving shown above for Brush, CO for the pickup and cleaning cost do not account for the 
amount of �me the equipment was down due to cleaning, which could be es�mated at 5 hours at 
$162.15 per hour, or $810.75.  
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Overall, the cost analysis shows that if LCB is picked up in large quan��es and used to offset a large 
volume of Apex (or equivalent liquid deicing product), and if the LCB can be successfully picked up and 
applied as a pre-we�ng agent, there is poten�al cost saving for CDOT. The challenge of the LCB clogging 
the tank, lines, filters, and pumps was the primary roadblock preven�ng successful implementa�on of 
this project.  

Other Benefits 
One of the greatest benefits of using LCB is Leprino Foods provides it free of charge. Under perfect 
circumstances, the only cost to CDOT would be the personnel and equipment hours associated with pick 
up. An addi�onal benefit is that Leprino Foods and Colorado DOT both bring salt into the state of 
Colorado from other sources outside of the state and both contribute salt to the environment. If LCB 
were to be used by CDOT in place of brine or Apex, this would reduce the amount of salt brought into 
Colorado and put into the environment.  

Task 2 Leprino Liquid An�-icer 
A second objec�ve of this project was to support Leprino Foods in the development and tes�ng of an 
improved Leprino Cheese Brine (improved LCB), through guidance, tes�ng, and evalua�on of results. The 
goals were to 1) determine if an improved LCB could be made that would pass Colorado State 
environmental standards, and 2) assess the performance of the improved LCB as an an�-icing product, a 
liquid deicer applied directly to the roadway, and to test its rela�ve performance to liquid deicing 
products used by CDOT of a similar category1. If the improved LCB proved to be a viable op�on, then a 
benefit use permit would be sought and, if granted, field trials would be conducted.   

This sec�on provides a detailed descrip�on of the effort put forth in this task.  

Crea�ng the Improved LCB 
The need to create an improved LCB is based on the elevated phosphorus, and other elements, present 
in LCB as it leaves the factory, which prevents the LCB from passing Colorado State environmental 
standards. For the purpose of this project, beneficial use permits are required prior to applica�on of any 
experimental deicers in the state of Colorado.  

Preliminary work by Leprino Foods determined that iron, in the form of ferric chloride, can be used to 
remove phosphorus from the LCB. Phosphorus was found in LCB at concentra�ons greater the Colorado 
state environmental specifica�on limit of 25 mg/L. Mul�ple samples of LCB were collected and tested for 
total phosphorus: as it leaves the factory (LCB (raw, ultrafiltered (UF))), the LCB (raw, UF) treated with 
iron (Improved LCB), the LCB from the outdoor open air storage tank (Storage tank LCB), and the LCB 
from the outdoor open air storage tank (Storage tank LCB) treated with iron (Storage tank improved LCB) 
(Table 1). Based on the laboratory data, the use of iron to remove phosphorus sufficiently decreased 
total phosphorus concentra�ons to meet the Colorado state environmental standard.  

 

 
1 The improved LCB should be compared to similar products, complex chloride salt brines with agriculturally 
derived additives or NaCl (salt brine). 
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Table 1. Leprino Cheese Brine samples and total phosphorus concentra�ons (mg/L). 

LCB Sample Descrip�on Total Phosphorus (P) 
(mg/L) 

Sodium Chloride 
(NaCl) (mg/L) 

Cyanide (CN) 
(mg/L) 

LCB (raw, filtered) 548 19.7 0.94 

Improved LCB 18 20.5 0.20 

Storage tank LCB 759 23.4 0.27 

Storage tank Improved 
LCB 

ND (non-detect) 24.2 ND (non-detect) 

 

Based on these results, an applica�on for a beneficial use permit was submited to CDPHE for the use of 
improved LCB as an an�-icing liquid. The applica�on was reviewed, and mee�ngs were held between 
CDPHE, Leprino Foods, and the research team to discuss the permit applica�on. It was noted by CDPHE 
that the phosphorus removal was successful in the bench top test but had not been demonstrated using 
the scaled-up design (See Appendix C – Proposed treatment design to make Improved LCB). In order for 
the beneficial use permit to be granted, samples from the scaled-up design need to show similar results. 
The scaled-up design was under development by Leprino Foods, but they were wai�ng to make any large 
financial investments in the process un�l a permit was granted.  

Addi�onally, other elements, such as cyanide, were iden�fied by CDPHE in both the LCB and improved 
LCB at elevated concentra�ons that would need to be addressed. The water quality regula�on for 
cyanide in Colorado ranges from 0.005 – 0.2 mg/L (free cyanide, acute exposure; State of Colorado, 
2023). Cyanide is present at very low concentra�on in the salt used to brine the cheese and is used as an 
an�-caking agent in rock salt. The LCB and improved LCB samples had cyanide concentra�ons shown in 
Table 1. Leprino Foods noted that cyanide is not present at concentra�on of concern in the cheese 
produced. Based on this informa�on, it appears that the cyanide is concentra�ng in the brine as it moves 
through the facility and in storage.  

At this point in the project, Leprino Foods terminated their effort to create an improved LCB for the 
following reasons: 

• The effort required to remove all elements of concern necessary to gain a benefit use permit 
was beyond what Leprino Foods could invest. 

• Cost and time required to build the scaled design for phosphorus removal.  
• Complications experienced with CDOT in the use of LCB as a pre-wetting agent gave Leprino 

Foods a lack of confidence in the investment. 
As of June 2023, Leprino Foods noted that they will no longer con�nue to work to improve LCB. Work on 
this task was terminated by the research team and CDOT was no�fied. 
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Challenges 
While it ini�ally appeared to be a straigh�orward process to create the improved LCB and to be granted 
a beneficial use permit for CDOTs applica�on as an an�-icer, crea�ng the improved LCB became more 
complicated due other elements of concern beyond phosphorus.  

Conclusions 
There is poten�al for LBC to be a viable op�on for immediate use as a pre-we�ng agent, but the 
following efforts will need to be made to provide consistency in the product and procedures: 1) quality 
control of LCB by Leprino Foods, and 2) tanks and applica�on equipment cleaning by CDOT. Currently the 
LCB is pumped from the facility into an outdoor open air storage tank. The LCB stored in the outdoor 
open-air tank has had significant evapora�on over �me, concentra�ng the contents. This created a super 
saturated LCB product, specifically for NaCl, causing salt crystals to precipitate out of solu�on and clog 
tanks, lines, filters, and pumps. Ideally, the LCBs NaCl concentra�on would be consistent over�me. To 
ensure this, the LCB would need to be used as it leaves the facility or the LCB needs to be stored in 
covered and sealed storage tanks prior to pick up. Addi�onal work is needed to ensure consistency in the 
LCB over �me including considera�ons of storage, filtra�on as it leaves the storage tanks, and tes�ng to 
ensure consistency. 

A second issue that occurred was the clogging of tanks, lines, filters, spray nozzles, and pumps a�er pick-
up of LCB and during atempts to apply LCB as a pre-wet. In preliminary discussions with CDOT staff, they 
were made aware of the fact that they needed to use clean tanks, lines, etc. to prevent cross 
contamina�on with other deicing products. Unfortunately, this occurred and created issues for CDOT to 
clean up. While the CDOT staff stated the tanks were flushed out and cleaned prior to LCB pick up, it is 
likely that some amount of material remained in the tanks and caused the clogging of the lines and 
filters.  

Ul�mately, these issues prevented the pre-we�ng field trials from occurring a sufficient number of �mes 
during the two winter seasons for a detailed analysis of its effec�veness.  

Viable future uses of LCB as a liquid an�-icier would require the scaling up and refinement of the 
removal of elements so that the product can pass state environmental guidelines. The bench top study 
completed by Leprino Foods showed that it is possible to remove phosphorus from the LCB and they 
provided plans for a scaled-up system to produce improved LCB. Given the effort required to reach this 
point, Leprino Foods decided to step away from commi�ng more resources to this effort. The amount of 
effort required to reduce elemental concentra�ons in the LCB low enough to allow it to pass Colorado 
state environmental standards was beyond what Leprino Foods could invest in the project. Leprino Foods 
commited significant resources in terms of employee hours, storage of LCB, and financial investment in 
tanks and design of the improved LCB system. Mul�ple bench top studies failed to produce an improved 
LCB sample that could pass all Colorado state environmental standards. Both Leprino Foods and the 
research team feel it is possible to create an improved LCB for direct liquid applica�on in the state of 
Colorado, but addi�onal work is required for this to occur. 
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Appendix A – CDOT Leprino Cheese Brine Field Trial Plan 
 
CDOT Leprino Cheese Brine Field Trial  

Product:  Leprino Cheese Brine (LCB) 
Tes�ng Loca�ons:  Hudson and Brush, Colorado 
Date:    January – April 2022 

Introduc�on 
As a part of the ac�ve research project with Colorado DOT �tled Side-by-side comparison of 
agriculturally-based deicing additives, Leprino cheese brine was iden�fied as a poten�al source of salt 
brine for use in winter maintenance opera�ons. Preliminary tes�ng has determined that the LCB is a 
complex brine made primarily of sodium chloride (NaCl) and func�ons similarly to tradi�onal salt brines 
used in winter maintenance opera�ons. The LCB was found to provide mild corrosion protec�on, 
compared to salt brine alone, due to addi�ves gained in the cheese brining process.  

The Leprino Foods Fort Morgan facility produces 6,000-8,000 gallons of cheese brine each month. Once 
Leprino is done with the brine, they blend it with their influent raw wastewater at a low dilu�on rate so 
that the treated wastewater, from the on-sight water treatment facility, has acceptable total dissolved 
solids (TDS) and conduc�vity (read: chloride concentra�on) levels to allow for direct discharge to the 
rivers.  

Instead of disposing of the LCB, Leprino is seeking a beneficial use permit from the Colorado Department 
of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) to allow for the use of LCB as a deicer in winter maintenance 
opera�ons. Benefits from the reuse of LCB can be seen by both par�es, such as: 

• Leprino 
o Reduced environmental and carbon footprint of operations.  

 
• CDOT 

o Free salt brine with mild corrosion protection  
o Salt brine availability year round 
o Reduced water use to make salt brine 
o Reduced cost from the purchase of deicing materials 
o Reduced environmental and carbon footprint of operations  

Historically, Leprino cheese brine was used for dust control but that is no longer the case. By using the 
cheese brine that already exists in Colorado from the Leprino facility there will be a net reduction of salts 
making it into the States watershed, as less salt will need to be purchased and brought into the state by 
CDOT for use in winter maintenance opera�ons.  
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Test Plan Specifics 
Roadway Environment 
The following test sec�ons have been iden�fied to for field trials of LCB: 

• US 34 from mile marker (MM) 159-180.7, Hwy 71 MM 175.5-181.4, and Hwy 6 MM 371 to 380.5 
(APPROVED) 

• I-76 frontage road from MM 25 to MM 31, (APPROVED) 
• Colorado Springs - along Hwy 21, Hwy 24 east, Hwy 94 (NOT APPROVED) 

These loca�ons were selected due in part to proximity to the Fort Morgan Leprino facility that is 
currently storing the LCB, as well as interest on the part of the maintenance managers to par�cipate in 
this effort. 

As part of the CDPHE permit process, for each road segment where LCB will be used, environmentally 
sensi�ve areas including water ways, protected area, etc., will be iden�fied, and applica�on of LCB will 
be avoided if possible. 

Winter Events 
Applica�on of the LCB will occur at the maintenance facili�es’ discre�on following normal protocols. Any 
and all winter condi�ons can and should be targeted in which normal deicer applica�on would occur. No 
devia�on from normal prac�ces should occur. 

Tes�ng Methods & Equipment 
LCB should be applied as a pre-we�ng agent, a liquid added to solid material prior to applica�on. LCB 
may be added to rock salt or sand-salt at normally prescribed rates for CDOT, or approximately 8 gallons 
per ton. 

Test Material 
As noted above in the introduc�on, Leprino cheese brine (LCB) is a complex chloride composed primarily 
of sodium chloride (NaCl) with small amounts of magnesium chloride (MgCl2) and calcium chloride 
(CaCl2). The LCB has a 13-16% NaCl concentra�on and is stored in large tanks at the Fort Morgan Leprino 
facility.  

LCB will be picked up using DOT trucks at each driver’s discre�on. Communica�on between CDOT and 
Leprino Foods for LCB pick up should be done via phone or email with: 

Troy Getman 
Email: tgetman@leprinofoods.com 
Phone: (970) 542-4256 

Jim Volk 
Email: jvolk@leprinofoods.com 
Phone: (970) 867-9351 

 

  

mailto:tgettman@leprinofoods.com
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Data Collec�on Tools 
Data will be collected on the following metrics: 

• Logistics 
o Ease of pick up at the Leprino facility 
o Ease of use in normal winter maintenance operations  
o Does having a designated truck/tank for LCB work with your normal operations? (*Note 

that LCB cannot be mixed with magnesium chloride (MgCl2) brines as it can cause 
clogging issues. A primary liquid used by CDOT is Apex, a magnesium chloride-based 
brine.) 

o Have you modified any logistics with getting, storing, or applying LCB since the start of 
the field trial? 

o Identify any challenges with logistics 
• Functionality 

o How did the product perform? 
o Did it freeze in the tanks? Performance in storage? 
o Did any lines or equipment clog up or not work as well? (*Note that LCB cannot be 

mixed with magnesium chloride (MgCl2) brines as it can cause clogging issues. A primary 
liquid used by CDOT is Apex, a magnesium chloride-based brine.) 

o Have you modified the application or use of LCB since the start of the field trial? 
o Identify any challenges in performance or functionality 

• Costs and Benefits 
o Person and equipment hours and costs incurred from the pickup and storage of LCB by 

CDOT. 
o Amount of LCB applied in each location 
o Amount of normal deicing product saved by using LCB, and the costs (re: savings) 

associated with this. 
o Any additional costs, savings, or benefits identified? 

This informa�on will be captured through monthly conversa�ons with the maintenance managers from 
Brush and Hudson CDOT facili�es and with Leprino Foods. An end of the season conversa�on will be 
used to capture cost informa�on and allow the maintenance manager to provide addi�onal input. 
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Appendix B - CDOT Data Collec�on Plan - Leprino Cheese Brine Field 
Trials 
The following ques�ons were developed to guide responses from the CDOT users of the LCB following 
field applica�on. 

Logis�cs 
• Ease of pick up at the Leprino facility  
• Ease of use in normal winter maintenance operations   
• Does having a designated truck/tank for LCB work with your normal operations? (*Note that LCB 

cannot be mixed with magnesium chloride (MgCl2) brines as it can cause clogging issues. A 
primary liquid used by CDOT is Apex, a magnesium chloride-based brine.)  

• Have you modified any logistics with getting, storing, or applying LCB since the start of the field 
trial?  

• Identify any challenges with logistics  

Func�onality  
• How did the product perform?  
• Did it freeze in the tanks? Performance in storage?  
• Did any lines or equipment clog up or not work as well? (*Note that LCB cannot be mixed with 

magnesium chloride (MgCl2) brines as it can cause clogging issues. A primary liquid used by 
CDOT is Apex, a magnesium chloride-based brine.)  

• Have you modified the application or use of LCB since the start of the field trial?  
• Identify any challenges in performance or functionality  

Costs and Benefits  
• Person and equipment hours and costs incurred from the pickup and storage of LCB by CDOT.  
• Amount of LCB applied in each location  
• Amount of normal deicing product saved by using LCB, and the costs (re: savings) associated 

with this.  
• Any additional costs, savings, or benefits identified?  
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Appendix C – Proposed treatment design to make Improved LCB 
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